
MONTH CHAPTER/TOPIC LEARNING OUTCOME
ACTIVITY/PROJECT/

ASSIGNMENT
PPT/VIDEOS

ASSESSMENT 

(ONLINE/

OFFLINE)

HOME BASED EXPERIMENT/ACTIVITY

MONTH 1

Chapter-1 Physical world

Chapter-2 Units and 

measurements

*Explains that the disciplinary approach of science is a 

transition from general sciences.

*Explains scientific method and its steps.

*Understands the macroscopic and mesoscopic domains in 

physics

*Explains the scope and excitement of physics

*Defines the seven fundamental quantities.

*Explains the parallax method

*Classifies errors

*Solve problems for finding the   absolute error and relative 

error.

Students can be asked to tabulate the range and relative strength of the 

fundamental forces in nature. 

 Students can check the dimensional consistency of different equations they 

learned so far.

Students may be given some known units in SI system and can be asked to 

convert it to CGS system.

https://youtu.be/yi0hwFDQTSQ

https://youtu.be/KEeSQvMCPLg

https://youtu.be/OZz8ieI7A4U

https://youtu.be/5hlyE6EDUe8

Online  Test

Students can be asked to prepare a crossword puzzle 

based  on physicists and their major contributions  

using  the software Hot potatoes.

 They can  prepare a collage on the applications of 

physics in our daily life .

MONTH 2

Chapter-3 Motion in a straight 

line

Chapter-4 Motion in a plane.

*	Defines instantaneous velocity and acceleration.

*Derives the kinematic equations for uniformly accelerated 

motion.

*Writes the equations of motion for freefall.

*Analyses the motion problems using the position and 

velocity equations.

*Draw the position- time and velocity-time graphs under 

different conditions.

*Compares scalar and vector quantities

*Analyzes the position and displacement vectors

*Draws graphs and understands the addition and subtraction 

of vectors

*Derives the parallelogram and triangle law of vector 

addition.

Students can be asked to prepare a list  of scalar and vector quantities with 

the physical quantities they learned so far.

PPT on position time graphs

https://youtu.be/rsoHqv7T9ik

https://youtu.be/ZM2-Bb8Zdt0

OnlineTest
 Children can be asked to calculate their own reaction 

time.

MONTH 3

Chapter-4 Motion in a plane.

Chapter-5 Laws of Motion.

Chapter-6  Work, Energy and 

Power.

*	Draws the position and velocity vectors for relative 

motion

*	Explains projectile motion.

*	Applies the law of conservation of linear momentum to 

real life situations.

*	Explains the equilibrium of forces.

*	Classifies the common forces in mechanics.

*	Constructs a free-body diagram for any given situation in 

which an object is moving.

*	Analyze problems involving strings and  pulleys.

*	Combines Newton’s second law of motion, free-body 

diagrams and motion equations to determine the value of the 

acceleration or force.

*	Derives the relations for the work done by a constant and 

variable force.

*	Compares the potential and kinetic energy

Students can be asked to write an essay on the topic  ‘The world without 

friction’

https://youtu.be/N_BNsUFyvv4

https://youtu.be/nXm5Sw4QEsc

https://youtu.be/KvCezk9DJfk

https://youtu.be/OpxGp2P48kI

Online Test

Students can be asked to make a collage on the real-

world applications of circular motion. They can be 

asked to make a video demonstration of projectile 

motion

Students can be asked to prepare an essay on the topic 

‘The meaning of work in physics is different from its 

usage in everyday life’ with real life examples.

MONTH 4
Chapter-6 Work, Energy and 

Power.

*	Compares conservative  and non-conservative force.

*	Describes what causes potential energy to change into 

kinetic energy and vice versa.

*	Lists the various forms of energy.

*	Explains the law of conservation of  mechanical energy.

*	Applies the law of conservation of mechanical energy to 

real life situations

*	Differentiates elastic and inelastic collisions in one and 

two dimensions

Extra numerical questions can be given to solve in the classroom https://youtu.be/Xe2r6wey26E Online Test

Students can be asked to write a note on the topic 

‘What are some examples of storing and using energy 

in our environment? Explain in detail.’

MONTH 5

Chapter-7 System of Particles 

and Rotational Motion

Chapter–8: Gravitation

Chapter–9: Mechanical 

Properties of Solids

*	Defines a rigid body

*	Describes qualitatively the effect of the position of the 

Centre of mass on the stability of simple objects

*	Understands and applies relationships between 

translational and rotational kinematics.

*	Determines the angular acceleration of an object when an 

external torque or force is applied.

*	Compares gravitational potential energy and gravitational 

potential

*	Explains geo-stationary satellites.

*	Explain Bulk modulus and Young’s modulus.

*	Define the differences between ductile and brittle 

materials. 

Students can be asked to make a note  describing  how offensive linemen 

use the concept of torque to their advantage

https://youtu.be/BgW9a4n9SD0

https://youtu.be/WUWMgI438Lg
Online Test

Students can be asked to list some real life 

applications of angular momentum with proper 

explanations.
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